SEAL INTENSIVE COURSE IN 7 STEPS

USING JOBCONTROL V10.3 OR HIGHER
EDITION: NOVEMBER2016

1. CREATING YOUR GRAPHIC

1

CHOOSE YOUR TEMPLATE

There are 4 Corel Draw templates available:

41mm

51mm

1-5/8”

TIPs: If drawing cutting lines
select ‘hairline’ in
RGB 255 red:0:0

Other graphic programs such as Adobe Illustrator will also work.
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51x25mm

DRAW YOUR GRAPHIC
.5 1 2 4

DRAW THE MALE SIDE

8

CENTER YOUR LOGO

JobControl v10.3 will
automatically mirror-invert
the female side later on.

.5 1 2 4

This will evenly balance the stress
given to the paper when embossing.
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.5 1 2 4

CLEAN-UP COMPLEX GRAPHICS

Make the lines thinner. The empty spaces in between your elements
will get larger.

distance

TIPs: If you
haven’t
already, we
recommend
upgrading to
JobControl
v10.3.

distance

1pt line thickness
1pt line thickness
1-4 mm1-4 mm

ness

3

8

USE LEGIBLE FONT SIZE

The recommended minumim font size on 80g/m2 paper: • Arial 6pt • Times 9pt

TIPs: Serif fonts are more legible with
larger font sizes. Increasing the
spacing helps legibility with narrow
or serif fonts.
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CHOOSE YOUR LINE THICKNESS AND DISTANCE

USE LINE THICKNESS 1PT FOR 80G PAPER

• We recommend 1pt/4px line thickness.
The absolut minimum is 0.5pt / 2px for 80g paper.
• Thinner lines will not emboss through 80g paper.

.5 1 2 4

8

10

KEEP LINE DISTANCE ABOVE 1.5MM FOR 80G PAPER

• Keep min. 1.5mm distance between objects. Preventing
that the outline widths (for grammage) intereferes with the
separation of the objects. If not, your paper either rips alot
or it is shown as one block.

distance

distance

line thickness
1pt line thickness
1-4 mm
Good
bad
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OK

Good

DISTANCE TO THE EDGE

KEEP 1MM DISTANCE TO EDGE

Please keep 1mm distance to the edge. Do not come too close to the edge on the female die,
as the flank angle and the outline width will extend the object dimensions.
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PRINTING
“SELECT ALL” & “PRINT SELECTION”
• Select all objects
• Click on “Print”
• Choose “Trotec engraver”
• Click print range “Selection”
• Click "Fit to page"
• Open “Preferences”

OK

bad

2. PRINTING TO THE LASER
TROTEC ENGRAVER

1
2
3

4


6

1

2

SETTING YOUR SIZE

SETTING YOUR MATERIAL

• MATERIAL SETTINGS: e.g. delrin 1.65mm / 1/16"
•

(this is your individually set setting)

SIZE SETTINGS: e.g. seal 41mm / 15/8"
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SETTING YOUR PROCESS OPTIONS
USE 600 DPI

• For fine graphics like seals 600dpi on a 1.5” lense is usually a good choice.
• For bold graphics and faster material removal 500dpi on a 2” lense is also
an option.
•
Higher dpi means finer lines and more traversing, hence you need to
increase your speed accordingly to keep the same engraving depth.

4

SELECT PAPER WEIGHT (GRAMMAGE)
CHOOSE YOUR GRAMMAGE

This creates an additional outline width
around all graphic elements on the female / die.
The thicker the paper, the more room is given.
You can feel the mechanical clearance
between both dies.

5

OPTION “ENHANCED GEOMETRIES”

For a perfectly round cutting line you can click on “enhanced geometries”.
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CLICK “JC” & “PAGE VIEW” & “OK”

3. SELECTING MATERIAL SETTINGS
MATERIAL SETTING

1

2

3

.5 1 2 4

8

600

4

1000

distance
1pt line thickness
1-4 mm

6

1

ENGRAVING: USUALLY KEEP POWER FOR WORK EFFICIENCY

Power is set as the %-value of the total available wattage of your laser. There is no right or wrong value,
it depends on your individual machine. Very strong
lasers might melt the delrin in larger areas of your
graphic, then you need to reduce the power, but as a
general principle we recommend to use full power in
the view of work efficiency.

Some reference values for the Ohio state seal
on Speedy 300:
• 40W - 100% Power & 13% Speed
• 60W - 100% Power & 18% Speed
• 80W - 100% Power & 25% Speed

600

2

ENGRAVING: FIND YOUR REQUIRED SPEED

3

ENGRAVING: CHOOSE +2MM TO +4MM Z-OFFSET

Speed is set as a %-value of the maximum speed of your machine. This is also type-dependent. We recommend to keep your power
setting and adjust only the speed to find the right engraving depth on your laser. With higher dpi values you need to increase your speed
(or reduce power) as more & finer traversing is being done.
EXAMPLE: Recalculating 40W to 30W
(Speed/Watt A) * (Watt B) =
Use 600PPI - always use the same PPI value than you use dpi for engraving.
13/40 * 30 = 9.75
You can also click “automatic”

Set +4mm z-offset for normal graphics. For finer graphics you can go to +3mm or even +2mm to create soft sides or flank angles. The
angles will vary between 20-30° depending on the z-offset value. This angle is necessessary for the die and counter to smoothly close
together. It is similar to mechanical engraving, where a milling needle creates the flank angles.

NO Z-OFFSET =
NO FLANK ANGLE

4

3MM Z-OFFSET =
25° ANGLE

25° ANGLE BUT TOO NARROW LINES,
SO LETTERS ARE CUT OFF

CUTTING

Always select 1000Hz for cutting

600
1000

5

ACTIVATE “AIR ASSIST”

With air assist you ensure
that the removed material is
blown away from the to be
laserd surface.

6

CLICK “OK”

4. YOUR LASER

1

WATTAGE & TUBE
Every laser reacts slightly different, depending on wattage and tube. In case
of questions regarding engraving the Trodat seal, we will need to know your
laser wattage.
You can find out by contacting TROTEC and giving them your serial number.
This number is on the name plate on the back, on the yellow sticker inside
your flatbed, or engraved next to the operating controls.
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LENSES
A 1.5” lense is usually a good choice for fine graphics like seals. In combination with 600dpi the laser beam slightly
overlaps each time traversing, creating a smooth and evenly engraved surface .
A 2” lense you need for bold graphics with lots of material to remove, then use 500dpi to adapt to the spot diameter.
Make sure the lense is clean. Cleaning is required usually after 2 delrin sheets, or your laser lens can lose power.
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TABLE CONFIGURATION
Set up the table, either using the
• cutting table
• honey comb top with the vacuum table

5. LASER PROCESSING YOUR DIES

1

MEASURE DELRIN BEFORE STARTING
The Trodat Ideal Seal is designed for a material thickness of 1.65mm delrin. The tolerance is 1.52-1.7mm.
Measure your delrin before you start lasering to ensure you produce a perfect result, although the
material has tolerances in thickness.
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LOCK YOUR DELRIN
Keep your delrin pressed down during lasering preventing that the laser heat distortes the material.
Use duct tape, metal or stones, etc. to keep the delrin pressed down.
In case of a vacuum table with honey comb table top, please cover unused space of your vacuum table
with paper, not to loose suction power.
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SET THE FOCUS
Focus your laser on the material surface using the tool for each lense or automatic focus.
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LASER TOP LEFT TO BOTTOM RIGHT
The laser direction is from left to right and top to bottom avoiding dust that is being blown into the laser beam.

5
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WAIT 1 MIN
Please wait 1 minute after lasering Ideal Delrin before opening machine lid, to ensure that formaldehyde
is withdrawn during overtravel.

CLEAN DIE & DRY IT
• Remove the dies and clean them using a brush and water.
• Dry them afterwards.

TIPs: The delrin dust is of the lowest
hazard classification. Nevertheless
our environment appreciates if you
take care of the wastewater.

6. MEASURING RESULTS

1

CHECK THE ENGRAVING DEPTH
The combination of speed, power and DPI determine the engraving depth.

80g paper - 0.45 - 0.5mm depth
160g paper - 0.50-0.55 mm depth
200g paper - 0.55-0.60 mm depth
TIPs: Make sure you
measure on multiple spots!

2.9MM TOTAL THICKNESS

Male and female should ideally
measure 2.9mm combined.
The tolerance is 2.8 mm to 3mm.
If the total thickness is only 2.7mm,
glue one additional 0.1mm adhesive
into the die-holder.

examples
GOOD:
+ 1.7MM DELRIN
- 0.5MM ENGRAVING
+ 1.7MM DELRIN
= 2.9MM

2

BAD:
+ 1.5MM DELRIN
- 0.6MM ENGRAVING
+ 1.5MM DELRIN
= 2.4MM

FEEL THE OUTLINE WIDTH

Combine the male and female die and feel
the movement. There should be 0.25mm gap
in between the 2 dies to give the paper
sufficient room to travel.

FEMALE
PAPER

0.25 MM GAP
MALE

7. MOUNT AND TEST IT

1

TRODAT ADHESIVE

Use the special Trodat adhesive that is 0,1mm thick and consists of a
non-composit material, allowing stretch and movement. It is clear/transparent
with a glue powder of 60KG/cm2.

2

ASSEMBLING & PRESS DOWN IN THE SEAL

1. Glue the male to the bottom of the die-holder.
2. Insert the die-holder into the seal.
3. Place the female onto the male.
3MM
4. Close the seal to precisely glue it in.

0.1 MM
2.9 MM

3

TESTING 10X

TEST 10X

The die-holder should open & close smoothly.
The flank angles / softened sides created by the z-offset help the die and counter smoothly glide into each
other.
Make at least 10 quick repetitive impressions to ensure the die-holder works properly.

LASER
SPACER
ADHESIVE
DELRIN
DELRIN

FAQ & TROUBLESHOOTING
Q: MY PAPER IS RIPPING TOO MUCH? WHAT COULD BE CAUSING IT?
A: The engraving depth might be too high. Increase the motion speed or reduce the laser power.
A: You could have an insufficient gap between the male and female die. Increase the grammage to a higher value
used for thicker paper within the properties
A: The flank angle might be insufficient. Increase the laser offset up to 4mm or check laser lense.

Q: TOO MUCH EFFORT IS NEEDED TO CREATE AN EMBOSSING. HOW DO I FIX THAT?
A: The wafers / adhesives might be too thick. Original Trodat wavers have 0.1mm thickness;
the thick ones have 0.2mm.
A: The engraving depth might be too little. Decrease the motion speed or increase the laser power.
A: The flank angle might be too small. Increase the laser offset up to 4mm or check laser lense.

Q: THERE IS NO EMBOSSING OR ONLY A SMALL EMBOSSING. WHAT COULD BE
CAUSING IT?
A: The engraving depth might be too little. Decrease the motion speed or increase the laser power
A: If that doesn’t work, you might have too big of a gap between the male and female die. Decrease the grammage to
a lower value used for thinner paper within the properties.

Q: WHY IS MY DIE MOVING?
A: The wavers / adhesives might be too thick. Original Trodat wavers have 0.1mm thickness;
the thick ones have 0.2mm.
A: The engraving depth might be too little. Decrease the motion speed or increase the laser power.
A: There could be an insufficient gap between the male and female die. Increase the grammage to a higher value
used for thicker paper within the properties.
A: The flank angle might be too small. Increase the laser offset up to 4mm or check laser lense.

Q: THE IMPRINT COMES OUT PARTIALLY. WHAT COULD BE CAUSING THAT?
A: Check to see if your graphic is asymetrical. Try to balance the layout to get a more even distribution of logo and text
A: Check to make sure the the die and the letter height are evenly thick on all sides. If not make sure the delrin is
pressed down while lasering.

